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Abstract

In this paper we describe the features, validation, and illustrative applications of a semi-mechanistic model,
INTEGRITY, which calculates the probability of fuel defects due to stress corrosion cracking. The model
expresses the defect probability in terms of fundamental parameters such as local stresses, local strains, and fission
product concentration. The assessments of defect probability continue to reflect the influences of conventional
parameters like ramped power, power-ramp, bumup and Canlub coating. In addition, the INTEGRITY model
provides a mechanism to account for the impacts of additional factors involving detailed fuel design and reactor
operation. Some examples of the latter include pellet density, pellet shape and size, sheath diameter and thickness,
pellet/sheath clearance, coolant temperature and pressure, etc. The model has been fitted to a database of 554
power-ramp irradiations of CANDU fuel with and without Canlub. For this database the INTEGRITY model
calculates 75 defects vs 75 actual defects. Similarly good agreements were noted in the different sub-groups of the
data involving non-Canlub, thin-Canlub, and thick-Canlub fuel. Moreover, the shapes and the locations of the
defect thresholds were consistent with all the above defects as well as with additional 14 ripple defects that were
not in the above database. Two illustrative examples demonstrate how the defect thresholds are influenced by
changes in the internal design of the fuel element and by extended bumup.

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance record of CANDU1 fuel is excellent, with fuel bundle integrity exceeding
99.9%[1]. Most of the defects occurred during identifiable departures from the norm, and helped improve
our understanding of the nature and level of defect probabilities. Previous surveys of the defects have
shown mat in these small number of defects, stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is an important mechanism
for fuel failures [1].

At present empirical correlations [2,3,4] are available to define the limits of powers and of
power-ramps within which CANDU fuel can be operated without risk of failure from SCC under normal
operating conditions. Their use is generally recommended within the ranges of their respective databases.
Often fuel engineers also need to assess the impact of operating fuel under conditions beyond the existing
database, for example: extended burnups; mixed oxide (MOX) fuel; slightly enriched (SEU) fuel;
manufacturing variations/flaws; variations in pellet density; diametral/axial clearances; pellet length and
shape; element diameter; etc. These applications generally fall outside the range of the existing databases
of the empirical correlations. To help assess the likelihood of SCC under such conditions, a
semi-mechanistic approach for SCC, called INTEGRITY [5], was developed in 1990.

This paper presents an evolution of the above concept and contains improved equations that
increase the accuracy of die INTEGRITY model. The improved model - called INTEGRITY-2 - has been

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium
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based on and compared to a database of 554 power-ramp irradiations and 14 ripple defects of CANDU
fuel. The results are presented here.

At this time the applicability of INTEGRITY-2 is limited to stress corrosion cracking at
circumferential ridges due to single power-ramps with dwell periods of 2.5h or longer.

In this paper we first provide some technical background relevant to SCC, followed by a
discussion of the mechanistic equations and their validation. Two illustrative examples show how the
defect thresholds are influenced by changes in the internal deign of the fuel element and by extended
bumup.

Figure 1 defines some of the terms used in this paper. The nomenclature is given towards the end.

2. BACKGROUND

SCC of fuel element cladding occurs when the irradiation-embrittled sheath experiences high
tensile stresses/strains in the presence of a corrosive internal environment provided by the fission products.
It may also be influenced by hydrides, which can provide sites for crack initiation and which can also blunt
the growth of cracks [6,7].

The high tensile stresses occur mostly due to pellet expansion because of power-ramps. These
result from on-power fuelling and/or from changes in reactor power. Tensile stresses can also potentially
be caused by excessive pressure of fission gas. Thus SCC assessments are important because collapsible
sheaths experience higher stresses/strains, and because the comparatively higher operating powers of
CANDU fuel lead to higher fission gas release.

About 80 - 90% of the defects during SCC-excursions so far in commercial CANDU reactors have
occurred at circumferential ridges and were caused by power-ramps. Therefore the focus of this paper
is on SCC defects at circumferential ridges caused by power-ramps.

Most of the remaining SCC defects have occurred at the re-entrant corner near the sheath/endcap
weld, and were also caused by power-ramps. A few isolated SCC defects have also occurred due to
excessive gas pressures at high burnups. At a later date we expect to expand INTEGRITY-2 to also cover
the latter two subsets of SCC defects.

Both the locations noted above (circumferential ridge, endcap weld) are locations of stress/strain
concentrations.

Many factors contribute to SCC in CANDU fuel. There is convincing evidence [6,7,8] that the
likelihood of SCC is influenced by the following factors: the local tensile stresses and strains; the local
concentration of corrodants at the crack tip; the duration of tensile stresses/strains; and the influences of
microstructure, of hydrides and of irradiation on the resistance of Zircaloy to SCC. The studies to-date
have focused on iodine, on cesium, and on cadmium as the likely corrodants.

We call these the mechanistic parameters pertinent to SCC. The mechanistic parameters, in turn,
are affected by a number of operational and design parameters. For example, the effects of ramped
power, of power-ramp, of burnup, of dwell time, and of Canlub have been documented extensively
[2,6,8].

In addition, in the area of ridge stresses/strains, IRDMR2 experiments have demonstrated mat
ridge strains are increased by higher density of UO2, by faster ramp-rates, and by increased burnups [9].

2 IRDMR: In-Reactor Diameter Measurement Rig
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Similarly, Carter has shown that longer pellets also increase the ridge strain [10]. A study of 1988
Pickering defects has suggested [11] that fuel containing long dense pellets is more susceptible to SCC.

likewise, in the area of corrosive internal environment, enrichment changes the heat generation
rate profile within the fuel element. This changes the pellet temperature and hence the fission gas release.
Previous reviews have suggested that enriched CANDU fuel power-ramped in research reactors
(NRU/NRX) is more susceptible to SCC than natural-uranium fuel ramped in commercial CANDU
reactors [2]. Also, gamma-radiography has demonstrated that some fission products tend to concentrate
at the interfaces between neighbouring pellets [12]. For example, Lysell and Schrire report that the
concentrations of 1-131,1-133, Cs-134, and Cs-137 are a factor of 4 to 14 higher at the pellet interfaces
compared to the mid-pellet positions [12]. This means that the number of pellets in the stack can also
affect the local concentration of corrosives.

IRDMR measurements show that repeated power cycles give persistent strain cycles [13]. This
can lead to a combination of SCC and corrosion-assisted fatigue [ 14]. Similarly, multiple ramps in power
have been noted to fail fuel more easily, via the effect of unrelaxed stresses from previous ramps.

In the past, empirical correlations [2,3,4] have been developed to assess the likelihood of SCC
failures. Two analytically-based models [5,15] have also been developed.

he empirical correlations generally express the defect probability as a function of: power-ramp
(AP); ramped power (P^J; and burnup (GO). Sometimes the effects of dwell time and of graphite thickness
are also considered.

In these, the power-ramp represents the stresses and the strains in the sheath at the ridge. The
combination of ramped power, burnup, and graphite thickness represents the concentration of corrosive
fission products at the inner surface of the sheath. The resistance of the sheath to SCC is represented by
burnup.

As noted earlier, in addition to the operational parameters such as power ramp, ramped power,
and burnup that are covered explicitly in the empirical correlations, SCC is also influenced by several
design parameters such as pellet density, clearances, pellet shape, etc. The INTEGRITY model is being
developed to address factors like these.

3. DATA COLLECTION

A considerable database was compiled for this study, including out-reactor tests and in-reactor
ramps.

3.1 OUT-REACTOR DATA

We used Lunde and Videm's out-reactor measurements [16] on irradiated Zircaloy to quantify the
effect of fluence (burnup) on the threshold stress for SCC. The data covers burnups up to 800 MW.h/kgU
- see Figure 2a. The figure exhibits the expected trend that for a given hold period and corrodant
concentration, the threshold stress for SCC generally decreases with burnup.

Figure 2a also shows that for a given fluence (burnup), the threshold stress for SCC depends on
the concentration of the corrodant at the sheath surface. With higher concentration of the corrodant,
failure tfireshold is reached at lower stresses for any given burnup. Thus there is a threshold sonMna&on.
of stress and corrodant concentration for a given burnup. This means that for each burnup one can expect
a series of threshold ramped powers (APs), each corresponding to a different maximum power
This is illustrated further in the next section.
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3.2 IN-REACTOR DATA

We also compiled a database of 568 power-increases involving 89 SCC defects at circumferential
ridges under conditions of long dwell periods. They cover information from CANDU power reactors as
well as from research reactors (NRU/NRX).

The data covers the following ranges:

Ramped powers: 28 to 92 kW/m

Power ramps: 6 to 60 kW/m

Burnups: up to 742 MWh/kgU

The above data can be divided into the following four categories:

Non-Canlub Ramps: 50 defects in 410 ramps;

Non-Canlub Ripples: 14 defects. No information is readily available for intact fuel in this
category;

Thin-Canlub Ramps: 8 defects in 21 ramps;

Thick-Canlub Ramps: 17 defects in 123 ramps.

Thus the defect probability can be calculated for the ramp data, providing a total of 75 defects in
554 irradiations. The ripple data provides 14 additional irradiations which can help locate defect thresholds
but do not quantify defect probabilities.

We checked if toe ramp and ripple defects come from the same population. For this purpose, we
reviewed the non-Canlub defects that are close to the defect thresholds. The results are shown in Figures
2b to 2d. The ramp and ripple thresholds seem to form separate populations for maximum power as well
as for power-increase - see Figures 2b and 2c.

Compared to the ramps, the ripples are generally associated with higher maximum power (Figure
2b) and lower power-ramps (Figure 2c). This can be related to the generally higher initial powers involved
in the ripple data. This is further illustrated in Figure 2d, which shows idealized power histories for
typical ramp and ripple defects at "220 MW.h/kgU. It is clear that the ripple defects operated at initial
powers higher than the maximum power threshold for the ramp defects. Thus they had higher amounts
of fission products and required comparatively small power-ramps for the defects.

This is similar to the effect of iodine noted earlier from the independent data of Lunde and Videm
[16] - see figure 2a - where higher amount of iodine lowered the threshold stress for SCC.

From this we conclude that the thresholds for maximum power and for power-ramp are mutually
dependent on each other.

We note that at this time the defect data is available in terms of bundle defects for 89 ramps/568
irradiations, and in terms of element defects for only 39 ramps/158 irradiations. Our mechanistic model
uses the bundle-defect data so that the model can benefit from the much larger database.
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4. DEFINITIONS OF MECHANISTIC TERMS

Following Reference 5, we based our mechanistic model on fission product concentration, work
density, and SCC-resistance. In this section we give their definitions.

The fission product concentration, f, represents the corrodant concentration at the inside surface
of the sheath at the ridge.

The work density, u, is the area under the stress-strain curve. It is calculated by using the
following equation:

u = $on deu + jo^ + Jo33deM + Jo13de13

where the integral is taken over the power-ramp. The symbols "o" and "e" represent the local stresses
and strains respectively, and the subscripts 1, 2, 3 represent the radial, circumferential, and axial
directions respectively. Thus the work density represents the combined influences of the radial, hoop,
axial, and shear components of the elastic-plastic stresses and strains. It is equal to the work done, or
energy imparted to the sheath by the expanding pellet.

The SCC-resistance measures Zircaloy's inherent resistance to failure via SCC. We define it as
the work density required to fail Zircaloy via SCC at a given burnup and fission product concentration.
The mathematical details of the model are given in the next section.

5. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS

a. The shape of the curve for SCC-resistance was derived from the out-reactor data of Lunde and
Videm [16]. As noted earlier, the above data is valid up to 800 MW.h/kgU. The equation of this
shape is given by:

u, = 2.358 x 1012 F^605* (1)
where

F = 7.58 x 1018o) (2)

b. Next, we calculated the work densities for the 568 power increases described in the previous
section. This was done by using the ELESTRES code [17] to calculate the incremental pellet
displacements during the ramp, and the FEAST code [18] to calculate the resulting stresses,
strains, and work densities at the inner surface of the sheath at the ridge. The FEAST calculations
considered elastic-plastic effects. To account for the effects of local stress/strain concentrations
at the circumferential ridge, a graded mesh of about 300 axisymmetric finite elements was used
[17]. The SHEATH code was used to automate the calculations. Thus the work density reflects
the influences of parameters like the size of the power-ramp, pellet density, diametral clearance,
pellet shape (e.g. length, chamfer size, land width, dish depth), coolant pressure, etc., on the
stresses and strains in the sheath.

c. The above work density was expressed in non-dimensional form by defining the work density ratio
(W) as follows:

W = u/us (3)

Thus the work density ratio incorporates the shape of threshold stresses measured by Lunde and
Videm.
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d. Then we used ELESTRES to calculate the fission gas released to the pellet-sheath gap. For this
calculation, we used a dwell time of 2.5 h[2] and calculated the average fission gas in the gap
during the above hold after the ramp.

This was converted to fission product factor in the gap as follows - please see the nomenclature
given at the end:

VD
4~ (n

The above equation reflects the experimental evidence on 1-131 noted earlier, in that it allows the
corrosive fraction of the fission products to concentrate in narrow rings at inter-pellet interfaces.
The fission product factor in the gap, g, is a function of the operating conditions and fuel design.
It covers the combined influences of parameters such as ramped power, burnup, sheath diameter,
number of pellets, pellet density, initial power and coolant temperature, on the amount of fission
products at the inner surface of the sheath.

e. We next calculated the fission product concentration at the inside surface of the sheath at the ridge,
f. To do this we subtracted the protection provided by Canlub, c, from the fission product
concentration in the gap, g:

f = g - c (5)

In equation (5) the net effect of Canlub is considered equivalent to a net reduction in the amount
of fission products that reach the surface of the sheath.

f. The protection provided by Canlub, c, was considered proportional to the mass of Canlub for high
values of fission product release. At low values of fission product release, the protection was
considered to also depend on the concentration of the fission gas in the gap. Thus, based on a
statistical analysis, 'c' was defined as follows:

c = minimum of {g, or [1- exp (- v(qm))] g, or vm} (6)

Here, "m" is the mass of graphite at the ridge and is calculated from:

m = 2-HTitp (7)

Thus thicker Canlub is considered to provide greater protection against SCC. In INTEGRITY
die effect of Canlub is treated as a continuous function of graphite thickness rather than a series
of separate curves for no-, thin-, or thick-Canlub.

g. A "Damage Index" d was defined to assess the combined influences of the work density ratio and
the fission product concentration as follows:

d = aW x f (8)

This form of the damage index ensures that zero damage is assigned if either the work density or
the fission product concentration is zero.

h. From this, a defect probability "p" was defined as [3,4]:

( 9 )P = exp{-(d-z)}
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i. The six empirical coefficients, a, q, v, x, y and z, were found by a least-squares regression
analysis to fit the actual number of defects observed in the previous database. The methodology
outlined by R. daSilva was used [4]. Four of the coefficients, a, x, y, and z, define the influences
of work density ratio and of fission product concentration on the defect probability. For these
trends the most reliable statistical guidance is provided by the non-Canlub ramp data because it
is the most numerous. Hence this data was given the highest weight in determining these four
coefficients. The thick-Canlub data was used mainly to quantify the effect of Canlub, viz.
coefficients q and m. The thin-Canlub data was not used to obtain the coefficients because it
contains only 21 irradiations, hence it was considered too small for statistical purposes. The
non-Canlub ripple data was also not used because for that set we do not have data on intact fuel
at this time, hence the defect probabilities cannot be quantified for them. Nevertheless, the final
correlation was tested for consistency against all four sets of data.

In obtaining the least squares fit, we set the defect probability to 1 % [2] for the non-Canlub ramp
defect with the lowest value of the damage parameter.

6. GOODNESS OF FIT

The goodness of fit was checked by six separate methods: i) Number of observed vs calculated
defects; ii) Shapes of calculated defect thresholds vs. data; Hi) Distribution of defects in risk groups; iv)
Distribution of defects on the basis of defect probability; v) Distribution of defect probability; and vi)
Discrimination of defects/intacts. These are described in the following paragraphs.

i) Number of Observed vs Calculated Defects

We used the model to calculate the expected number of defects in the 3 sets of data for which the
defect/intact statistics are available (i.e., excluding non-Canlub ripples). The following results were
obtained: In the 410 non-Canlub ramps, the model calculated 50 defects vs. the actual number of 50. In
the 21 fliin-Caniub ramps, the model calculated 8 defects vs. the actual 8. In the 123 thick-Canlub ramps,
the model calculated 17 defects vs. the actual 17. Thus in all, for the 554 ramps, the model calculated a
total of 75 defects which is the same as the actual number (also 75).

The above information is displayed in Figure 3. The calculated numbers match the observed
defects well.

ii) Shapes of Calculated Defect Thresholds vs. Data

Figures 4a and 4b show typical shapes of calculated defect thresholds vs data. Note from Figure
4a that die calculated shape of the AP threshold changes its curvature sharply at ~ 100 MW.h/KgU. This
is very similar to the actual data. Figure 4b shows that the calculated thresholds for the non-Canlub ripple
defects are consistent with the actual data, even though this data was not used in the derivation of the
coefficients.

iii) Distribution of Defects in Risk Groups

This comparison follows the suggestions made by H. daSilva in Reference 14. Accordingly, the
data were arranged in ascending order (smallest to highest) of the damage index. They were then split into
ten groups, each containing similar number of ramps, to form deciles of risk tables. For each decile, the
calculated number of defects were compared to the actual defects. Typical results are shown in Figure
4c. The trends of the calculations generally agree well with the observations.
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iv) Distribution of Defects on the Basis of Defect Probability

This is an alternate method of examining the detailed distribution of defect probabilities, and can
be used for correlations which do not explicitly quantify the risk below the defect threshold (e.g.
Fuelograms [2]). Although our model does define a damage index, we are nevertheless providing this
additional information for comparison and for consistency with past results. In this method, the data is
grouped into ten sets depending on the calculated defect probability, for example defect probability of
0-10%, 10-20%, etc. For each set, the actual defect probability is compared with the calculated. Typical
results are shown in Figure 4d. The two numbers beside each point in Figure 4d specify the number of
actual defects and the total number of irradiations in that set, respectively. For example, the set
representing 0-10% calculated defect probability contains 20 actual defects in 314 irradiations. The
comparison is tenuous in regions where the statistics are small. Overall, our model is in reasonable
agreement with data.
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v) Distribution of Defect Probability

Figure 5 shows how the defect probability is influenced by the damage index for all four sets of
data. The expected s-shaped curve is clearly visible. Also, if the model were good, the density of defects
should get progressively higher with increasing damage index. This is indeed exhibited by the data.
Further, for the model to be good, all the defects should have a calculated defect probability of 1% or
higher. This too is exhibited by the data, including the ripple defects.

vi) Discrimination of Defects/Intacts

Figure 6 checks how well the defect thresholds mark the onset of failures for all four sets of data
(i.e. including the non-Canlub ripple defects). All the actual defects lie above the calculated 1% defect
threshold, indicating that the calculated thresholds are consistent with the actual data.

In Figure 6, the non-Canlub ripple defects generally lie at the highest fission product
concentrations. This reflects their comparatively high pre-ramp powers.

Canlub prevents some of the fission gas in the gap from reaching the sheath surface. Thus the
Canlub failures occur for lower values of fission product concentration and correspondingly higher values
of work density ratio. This effect is more pronounced in thick Canlub fuel, and is also visible in Figure
6.

7. FEATURES OF THE MODEL

The shape of the defect threshold is based on out-reactor tests which define a basic,
continuously-varying material property (SCC threshold). Hence the accuracy of the shape is not
subject to the comparatively larger uncertainty expected in defect thresholds derived solely from
a limited number of yes/no type of in-reactor defects. Thus the model is usable in the range of
the database of the above out-reactor tests.

Although the shapes of the defect thresholds are derived from out-reactor data, they do match
quite well with the available in-reactor data on 568 power-increases. Also, the calculated number
and distribution of defects agree well with the actual data.

One set of equations correlates well with four different sets of data, i.e., non-Canlub ramps;
non-Canlub ripples; thin-Canlub ramps; and thick-Canlub ramps. This provides confidence that
the pertinent trends are captured well.

The defect probability curves show continuous variations with operational parameters like AP and
P,^. Thus some of the unnatural jumps and plateaux exhibited by a previous empirical correlation
have been eliminated.

The principles of statistics are followed rigorously. This has eliminated a weakness of a previous
empirical correlation.

The model recognizes the interdependence of P ^ , and AP in determining the defect thresholds.
This makes it consistent with the observed differences in ramp and ripple defect thresholds, as
well as with the differences in stress thresholds observed by Lunde and Videm for different
corrodant concentrations.

The model incorporates the influence of operational parameters such as power-ramps, ramped
powers, coolant temperature, and coolant pressure; and of design variables such as Canlub mass,
pellet density, clearances and pellet shape, etc.
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The model is considered valid for burnups up to 800 MW.h/kgU; infinite dwell times (longer than
2.5 h); and single ramps in power. The model is limited to estimates of defect probability due to
stress corrosion cracking at circumferential ridges.

The next two sections provide illustrative examples on the use of the INTEGRITY model.

8. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE #1: PELLET DENSITY

As an illustrative example, we assessed the influence of pellet density on the defect probability of
37-element CANDU fuel. Figure 7a shows the power history considered, consisting of a ramp of 35
kW/m to a maximum power of 56 kW/m at 100 MW.h/kgU. Figure 7b shows the calculated trends of
the damage index, and demonstrate the opposing effects of density, pellet temperature and porosity. At low
densities, increasing the density decreases pellet temperatures which decreases the damage index. At
higher densities, the low porosity in high-density fuel causes higher expansion of the pellet, which
increases the damage index. For this power history the defect probability stays below 1% for pellet
densities less than 10.8 g/cc.

9. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE #2: HIGH BURNUP

As another illustrative example, we assessed the influence of extended burnup - about 700
MW.h/kgU - on the integrity of a fuel element of reduced diameter containing slightly enriched uranium
fuel. An optimized pellet shape was considered featuring short pellets, big chamfers, big land, and
reduced density [19]. Figure 7c shows the combinations of power-ramps/ramped-powers considered. The
ramped powers range from 25 to 56 kW/m, and the power-ramps from 1 to 40 kW/m. Figure 7d shows
the calculated damage index. Again, die calculated trends look reasonable. The defect probabilities reflect
a balance between higher fission gas release due to enrichment, lower volume of fission gas release due
to smaller diameter, tendency for higher concentration of fission products due to reduced diameter, and
lower stresses/strains due to the optimized shape and density of the pellet.

10. DISCUSSION

The INTEGRITY model discussed here does not replace the empirical correlations now in use.
Rather, it provides a means of extending the range of applicability of the correlations, to conditions that
are either not covered by the existing data base or are sparsely represented.

The INTEGRITY model continues to reflect the influences of operational parameters that are
currently used in existing empirical correlations for defect thresholds/probabilities, viz: power-ramp,
ramped power, and bumup. In addition, it provides a vehicle to account for the impacts of detailed fuel
design parameters such as pellet density, pellet shape and size, sheath diameter and thickness, pellet/sheath
clearances, etc. Additional operational parameters can also be covered, for example coolant temperature
and pressure, etc. As noted earlier, previous experiments and irradiations have already demonstrated that
combinations of die above features can have considerable impacts on factors such as stresses, strains, and
fission gas releases, and hence on SCC defects.

The examples discussed above demonstrate how INTEGRITY can be applied to obtain first-order
estimates of defect thresholds and probabilities in situations where sufficient empirical data may not exist
to provide reliable guidance. With further evolution, some specific applications of the preceding concepts
could include the following:

10.1 GUIDE THE ACCEPTANCE/LOADING OF NEW FUEL

Sometimes the as-fabricated fuel contains combinations of tolerances that are not sufficiently
covered by die previous well-characterized database on ramp testing. One example is fuel of high mass,
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including high U02 density and low clearances. Or, the fuel may contain manufacturing flaws whose
impact is unknown from previous tests. The approach outlined here can help provide an interim guidance
about the expected performance of such fuel.

10.2 AID FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

The model can be used to define the sensitivity of SCC defects for combinations of fuel fabrication
parameters like pellet density, pellet shape, pellet/sheath clearances, etc. This can help confirm that the
limits in fuel specifications reflect only the safe combinations of above and related parameters.

10.3 GUIDE REACTOR OPERATION

Similarly, the approach can help guide reactor operation in new areas of operation, e.g., effects
of power cycles, extended burnups, non-routine startups, non-routine fuelling, etc.

10.4 AID EVOLUTION OF FUEL DESIGN

Some specific fuel evolution activities currently underway include[l]: High Burnup Fuel, Slightly
Enriched Uranium Fuel, Fuel for Highly Advanced Core, Low Void Reactivity Bundle, Mixed Oxide
(MOX) Fuel, and DUPIC (Direct Use of PWR Fuel in CANDU). Again, the approach outlined above
can be applied in these evolutions.

11. CONCLUSIONS

a. Two independent sets of data suggest that defect thresholds for maximum power (fission products)
and for power-ramp (stresses/strains) are mutually dependent on each other.

b. A mechanistic model called INTEGR1TY-2 has been developed for assessing SCC at ridges. It
accounts for fuel design as well as operational parameters in calculating SCC. Its applicability
extends to burnups of 800 MW.h/kgU.

c. The model shows excellent fit with defect statistics in 554 ramps. In particular, checks show:

50 calculated defects vs. 50 actual defects in 410 non-Canlub ramps;

8 calculated vs. 8 actual defects in 21 thin-Canlub ramps; and

17 calculated vs. 17 actual defects in 123 thick-Canlub ramps.

d. The shapes of the defect threshold curves are consistent with the distributions of the actual data
noted above, and with 14 additional defects involving power ripples in non-Canlub fuel. The
calculated distributions of the defects in different risk regions are also consistent with actual data.

e. The model contains a term for the mass of Canlub, so any thickness of CanJub can be assessed.

f. An illustrative example shows that the pellet density first decreases, then increases, the defect
probability. This is due to the competing influences of pellet temperature and pellet porosity.
Another illustrative example suggests that fuel integrity can be enhanced by optimizing the shape
and density of the pellet.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a empirical coefficient

c empirical coefficient for the effect of Canlub on fission product concentration

d damage index

D density of free gas

f fission product concentration at the sheath inner surface at the ridge (jig/mm2)

F fast neutron fluence (> 1 Mev) (n/cm2)

g fission product factor in the gap (jig/mm2)

i width of the ring over which the fission products concentrate at the circumferential ridge (mm)

m mass of Canlub (,ug)

n number of pellets in the fuel element

AP power-ramp (kW/m)

P , ^ ramped power (kW/m)

p defect probability (fraction)

q empirical coefficient

r inner radius of the sheath (mm)

t thickness of Canlub (jim)

u work density (MPa)

v empirical coefficient

V volume of released fission gas

W work density ratio

x, y, z empirical coefficients

Greek Symbols

€ strain

p density of Canlub

o stress

w burnup (MW.h/kgU)

Subscript

s shape of threshold
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